
 

• MeMbership benefits through the end of 2021
• Pharmacy in history vol. 62 (2020)

• history of Pharmacy and Pharmaceuticals vol. 63 (2021)
• Jstor Access to Ph & hPP

• 2021 historicAl phArMAcy cAlendAr

• e-scriPts electronic MeMber newsletter 
• speciAl invitAtions to future historicAl progrAMMing

—Special Offer—  
New SOcial HiStOry Of pHarmacy aNd pHarmaceuticalS feStival

Now & Receive:JoiN

New Individual Members, join AIHP by November 1, 2020, and claim this special 
offer: $80 for an annual domestic individual membership ($100 foreign).  

Please visit our secure website and use the special code PharmFest:

https://aihp.org/join-support/join-now/

Beginning in 2021, AIHP is pleased to announce new changes!

AIHP will partner with the University of Wisconsin Press for the 
publication of its academic journal. 

AIHP’s journal title will change from Pharmacy in History to  
History of Pharmacy and Pharmaceuticals. 



journals.uchicago.edu/SHAD
— Use special code UCPJ20 to save 20% off an ADHS individual membership —

Two issues/year; 160 pages/issue
Founded: 1980

ISSN: 1930-8418
E-ISSN: 2640-7329

Editorial Address
Editors, The Social History of  

Alcohol and Drugs
Email: editors@alcoholand 

drugshistorysociety.org 

Add postage to subscriptions with print component: all non-US subscribers, $8.
Taxes apply. Visit journals.uchicago.edu for more information.
Individual membership in the Alcohol and Drugs History Society includes a subscription to the journal. 
All subscriptions start with the spring issue. Membership is for the calendar year.
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ABOUT THE EDITORS

THE SOCIAL HISTORY OF 
ALCOHOL AND DRUGS

The only English-language academic journal devoted to alcohol and drug history

The Social History of Alcohol and Drugs: An Interdisciplinary Journal (SHAD) is a 
peer-reviewed academic journal dedicated to publishing high-quality original academic 
research, reflection essays, and reviews in the field of alcohol and drug history, broadly 
construed. SHAD appears twice annually as an official publication of the Alcohol and 
Drugs History Society, which promotes scholarship and discussions about the history  
of alcohol and drug use, abuse, production, trade, and regulation across time and space. 

Members of the Alcohol and Drugs History Society and other scholars, policy makers,  
and practitioners interested in historical aspects of the consumption or control of alcohol 
or drugs

Nancy Campbell is Professor in and Department Head of the Department of Science  
and Technology Studies at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. David Herzberg is Associate 
Professor of History at the University at Buffalo, The State University of New York.  
Lucas Richert is the George Urdang Chair in the History of Pharmacy at the University  
of Wisconsin–Madison.

Editors: Nancy Campbell, David Herzberg, and Lucas Richert
Society: The Alcohol and Drugs History Society (alcoholanddrugshistorysociety.org)

An Interdisciplinary Journal



RECENT ARTICLES

Race, Kidney Transplants, Immunosuppression 
Research, and White Supremacy under 
Apartheid, 1960–80 Simonne Horwitz

Building Community and Transforming 
Knowledge: Histories of Women’s Health 
Practitioners and Community-Based Health 
Services in 20th-Century Alberta, Canada  
Karissa R. Patton and Emily B. Kaliel

Incertitude diagnostique et action politique :  
une association de parents face aux politiques  
de l’autisme, 1982–2017 Dannick Rivest  
et Julien Prud’homme

Une plus brillante moisson de citoyens sains et 
robustes : Eugenic Discourses in French Canada 
(1902–10) Vincent Auffrey

Noddle Pox: Syphilis and the Conception  
of Nosomania/Nosophobia (c. 1665–c. 1965)  
Diederik F. Janssen

Inpatients at the St. John’s General Hospital: 
Morbidity in Late 19th-Century Newfoundland  
and Labrador Madeleine Mant

Social Democratic Solidarity and the Welfare 
State: Health Care and Single-Tier Universality  
in Sweden and Canada Gregory P. Marchildon

utpjournals.press/cbmh

Canadian Bulletin of Medical History 
Bulletin canadien d’histoire de la médecine

CBMH
BCHM
CBMH
BCHM



Canadian Bulletin of Medical History/Bulletin 
canadien d’histoire de la médecine is the leading 
national journal for the history of medicine, health,  
and related fields. Its aim is to situate the history  
of health, medicine, and biomedical science within  
local, regional, and international contexts.

COMPLETE ONLINE ARCHIVE
The fully searchable CBMH/BCMH online collection 
features over 1,480 articles, reviews, and commentaries 
within 75+ issues dating back to 1979. This expansive 
archive of medical history also includes 32 volumes  
of free-to-read scholarship.

Read CBMH/BCMH online at  
utpjournals.press/cbmh  
and on Project Muse at bit.ly/CBMH_PM

Be first to hear  
about new issues! 
Sign up for CBMH/BCHM  
email alerts at  
http://bit.ly/CBMHAlerts



Taming Cannabis
Drugs and Empire in

Nineteenth-Century France

David A. Guba, Jr

An exploration of the history of

cannabis use and prohibition in

the French imperial nation-state.

PAPERBACK

978-0-2280-0120-1 • 384 pages •

229 × 152 mm • 23 September

2020 • $37.95

Strange Trips
Science, Culture, and the

Regulation of Drugs

Lucas Richert

Examining the boundaries

between recreational and

medicinal drugs in the eyes of the

public and the law.

HARDBACK

978-0-7735-5637-9 • 267 pages •

229 × 152 mm • 28 February 2019 •

$29.95

Psychedelic

Prophets
The Letters of Aldous Huxley

and Humphry Osmond

Edited by Cynthia Carson

Bisbee, Paul Bisbee, Erika

Dyck, Patrick Farrell, James

Sexton, and James Spisak

Letters between the men who

coined the term "psychedelic" and

opened doors to a different way of

thinking about human

consciousness.

HARDBACK

978-0-7735-5506-8 • 728 pages •

235 × 165 mm • 16 November 2018

 $65

The Herbal of al-

Ghafiqi
A Facsimile Edition with

Critical Essays

Edited by F. Jamil Ragep and

Faith Wallis with Pamela

Miller and Adam Gacek

A lavishly illustrated medieval

Arabic herbal with accompanying

essays exploring its scientific,

historical, and artistic contexts.

HARDBACK

978-0-7735-4475-8 • 736 pages •

279 × 216 mm • 28 November 2014

 $150

How to order

Online  www.mqup.ca
USA  Chicago Distribution Center (CDC) 1-800-621-2736  orders@press.uchicago.edu
Canada  UTP Distribution   1-800-565-9523  utpbooks@utpress.utoronto.ca
Europe  Marston Book Services Ltd., London +44 (0) 1235 465500

Purchase books in this yer with 20% discount code MQPH until 15 October 2020

mqup.ca CONNECT WITH US ON FACEBOOK, TWITTER, AND INSTAGRAM: @McGillQueensUP

Special Offer for #PharmFest

-------- $30.36
-------- $23.96

----- $52

------ $120

https://www.mqup.ca/taming-cannabis-products-9780228001201.php
https://www.mqup.ca/strange-trips-products-9780773556379.php
https://www.mqup.ca/psychedelic-prophets-products-9780773555068.php
https://www.mqup.ca/herbal-of-al-ghafiqi--the-products-9780773544758.php
www.mqup.ca
jrober88
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Introducing our new series:

Intoxicating Histories
Series Editors: Virginia Berridge and Erika Dyck

Whether on the street, off the shelf, or over the pharmacy counter, interactions with drugs and alcohol 
are shaped by contested ideas about addiction, healing, pleasure, and vice and their social dimensions. 
Books in this series explore how people around the world have consumed, created, traded, and regulated 
psychoactive substances throughout history. The series connects research on legal and illegal drugs 
and alcohol with diverse areas of historical inquiry, including the histories of medicine, pharmacy, 
consumption, trade, law, social policy, and popular culture. Its reach is global and includes scholarship 
on all periods. Intoxicating Histories aims to link these different pasts as well as to inform the present by 
providing a firmer grasp on contemporary debates and policy issues. We welcome books, whether scholarly 
monographs or shorter texts for a broad audience focusing on a particular phenomenon or substance, that 
alter the state of knowledge.

McGill-Queen’s welcomes inquiries from authors. If you have a project that you think might ¡t into this series, 
we invite you to visit our website or contact acquisition editor, Kyla Madden at kyla.madden@mcgill.ca.

For proposal guidelines see the Publishing with Us page on our website www.mqup.ca. 

McGill-Queen’s University Press is a Canadian university press with a global reach. We aim to advance scholarship, 
promote public debate, and contribute to culture. Now with editorial o¢ces in Montreal, Kingston, and the UK.

McGill-Queen’s University Press
1010 Sherbrooke Street West
Suite 1720
Montreal, QC, Canada, H3A 2R7

McGill-Queen’s University Press
Douglas Library Building
93 University Avenue
Kingston, ON, Canada, K7L 5C4

MQUP UK O¢ce 
Richard Baggaley, Editor 
(+44) 1295 720025
richard.baggaley.mqup@mcgill.ca

mqup.ca

VIRTUAL FESTIVAL: A New Social History
of Pharmacy & Pharmaceuticals

Thursday, September 24 through Tuesday, September 29, 2020

#PharmFest   •   aihp.org/new-social-history-festival

mqup.ca CONNECT WITH US ON FACEBOOK, TWITTER, AND INSTAGRAM: @McGillQueensUP

https://www.mqup.ca/browse-books-pages-46.php?filters=a%3A1%3A{i%3A2%3Bs%3A4%3A%225042%22%3B}&do=changeFilter
mailto:kyla.madden%40mcgill.ca?subject=Intoxicating%20Histories%20Series%20query
https://www.mqup.ca/publishing-with-us-pages-48.php
www.mqup.ca
https://www.mqup.ca/about-mqup-pages-70.php
https://www.mqup.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/McGillQueensUP
https://twitter.com/McGillQueensUP
https://aihp.org/new-social-history-festival/


Know Your Remedies
Pharmacy and Culture in Early  
Modern China
He Bian
A cultural history of the concept of pharmacy, both the material 
nature of drugs and the trade in medicine, in early modern China

Know Your Remedies presents a panoramic inquiry into China’s early modern 
cultural transformation through the lens of pharmacy. In the history of 
science and civilization in China, pharmacy—as a commercial enterprise 
and as a branch of classical medicine—resists easy characterization. While 
China’s long tradition of documenting the natural world through state-
commissioned pharmacopeias, known as bencao, dwindled after the 
sixteenth century, the ubiquitous presence of Chinese pharmacy shops 
around the world today testifies to the vitality of Traditional Chinese 
Medicine. Rejecting narratives of intellectual stagnation or an unchanging 
folk culture, He Bian argues that pharmacy’s history in early modern China 
can best be understood as a dynamic interplay between elite and  
popular culture.

Beginning with decentralizing trends in book culture and fiscal policy in 
the sixteenth century, Bian reveals pharmacy’s central role in late Ming 
public discourse. Fueled by factional politics in the early 1600s, amateur 
investigation into pharmacology reached peak popularity among the literati 
on the eve of the Qing conquest in the mid-seventeenth century. The 
eighteenth century witnessed a systematic reclassification of knowledge, as 
the Qing court turned away from pharmacopeia in favor of a demedicalized 
natural history. Throughout this time, growth in long-distance trade enabled 
the rise of urban pharmacy shops, generating new knowledge about the 
natural world.

Bringing together a wealth of primary sources, Know Your Remedies makes 
an essential contribution to the study of Chinese history and the history  
of medicine.

He Bian is assistant professor of history and East Asian studies at  
Princeton University.

“An entirely novel approach to a known 
topic. . . . Read this book with interest 
and pleasure to begin to appreciate the 
development of a complex nation over 
two thousand years of conquering, and 
being conquered by, people of diverse 
faiths and national structures.”
—Tony Dayan, British Society for the 
History of Medicine
 
30% Discount Price $27.97
Hardcover $39.95
ISBN: 9780691179049
ebook ISBN: 9780691189048
2020. 264 pages 6.12 x 9.25 in. 
9 b/w illus. 3 tables. 4 maps 

Coupon Code: BIAN30-FM
Visit press.princeton.edu and enter  
the coupon code at checkout to receive 
30% off & free shipping (US only).  
Offer expires 12/31/20.

30% Discount Offer         Coupon Code: BIAN30-FM



Compound Remedies examines the equipment, books, 
and remedies of colonial Mexico City’s Herrera 
pharmacy—natural substances with known healing 
powers that formed part of the basis for modern-
day healing traditions and home remedies in Mexico. 
Paula S. De Vos traces the evolution of the Galenic 
pharmaceutical tradition from its foundations in ancient 
Greece to the physician-philosophers of medieval 
Islamic empires and the Latin West and eventually 
through the Spanish Empire to Mexico, o�ering a 
global history of the transmission of these materials, 
knowledges, and techniques. Her detailed inventory of 
the Herrera pharmacy reveals the many layers of this 
tradition and how it developed over centuries, providing 
new perspectives and insight into the development of 
Western science and medicine: its varied origins, its 
engagement with and inclusion of multiple knowledge 
traditions, the ways in which these traditions moved 
and circulated in relation to imperialism, and its long-
term continuities and dramatic transformations. De Vos 
ultimately reveals the great significance of pharmacy, and 
of artisanal pursuits more generally, as a cornerstone of 
ancient, medieval, and early modern epistemologies and 
philosophies of nature.

Praise for Compound Remedies: 
“This highly informative book takes the reader on 
a fascinating global journey—deeply detailed and 
researched—from the ancient pharmacy of  Galenic 
medicine through its Eurasian and Central American 
history to natural remedies of  today. Paula De Vos gives 
unparalleled insight into this longue durée history, as 
well as the important role played by pharmaceutical 
theory and practice in shaping attitudes about the 
human ability to transform nature.”

—Pamela H. Smith, Columbia University

Hardcover • 978-0-8229-4649-6

Compound Remedies 
and remedies of colonial Mexico City’s Herrera 
pharmacy—natural substances with known healing 
powers that formed part of the basis for modern-
day healing traditions and home remedies in Mexico. 
Paula S. De Vos traces the evolution of the Galenic 
pharmaceutical tradition from its foundations in ancient 
Greece to the physician-philosophers of medieval 
Islamic empires and the Latin West and eventually 
through the Spanish Empire to Mexico, o�ering a 
global history of the transmission of these materials, 
knowledges, and techniques. Her detailed inventory of 
the Herrera pharmacy reveals the many layers of this 
tradition and how it developed over centuries, providing 
new perspectives and insight into the development of 
Western science and medicine: its varied origins, its 
engagement with and inclusion of multiple knowledge 
traditions, the ways in which these traditions moved 
and circulated in relation to imperialism, and its long-
term continuities and dramatic transformations. De Vos 
ultimately reveals the great significance of pharmacy, and 
of artisanal pursuits more generally, as a cornerstone of 
ancient, medieval, and early modern epistemologies and 

Order online at
www.upittpress.org

New from the University of Pittsburgh Press:

COMPOUND REMEDIES
GALENIC PHARMACY FROM THE ANCIENT MEDITERRANEAN TO NEW SPAIN

By Paula S. De Vos

upittpress.org

E-book • 978-0-8229-8794-9

Hardcover • E-book
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